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PROBABILITIES OF FIRST-ORDER SENTENCES

ABOUT UNARY FUNCTIONS

BY

JAMES F. LYNCH1

Abstract. Let / be any fixed positive integer and a a sentence in the first-order

predicate calculus of/unary functions. For positive integers n, an «-structure is a

model with universe {0,1,...,« - 1} and/unary functions, and p(n,a) is the ratio

of the number of «-structures satisfying a to n"f, the number of «-structures. We

show that lim„_00/i(«, a) exists for all such a, and its value is given by an

expression consisting of integer constants and the operators +,-,,/, and ex.

1. Introduction. Let/be a fixed positive integer and P a property that pertains to

structures ( A, Fx,...,Ff), where A is a set and FX,...,F¡ are functions from A to A.

If A is a finite set of cardinality n, we say that the probability of P on A is

IK^i,... ,Ff) : P is true for (a, Fx,.. . ,Ff) }\/n"f.

That is, we regard Fx,...,Ffas random functions on A, where then choices for Fg(x)

are equally likely for x g A and 1 < g < /.

If P is isomorphism invariant, then this probability depends only on the cardinal-

ity of A, and we express it as p(n, P). A number of papers have studied p(n, P) for

particular instances of P. N. Metropolis and S. Ulam [18] defined the notion of a

random function and posed the problem of determining the expected number of

components (for/= 1), conjecturing that it was 0(logn). M. Kruskal [14] subse-

quently proved that it was \ogen + C + o(l), where C = 0.5772... is Euler's

constant. L. Katz [13] found an expression for the probability that a random

function is connected (i.e. has only one component), and showed that it was

asymptotic to (tr/2n)1/2. B. Harris [12] computed the probability distributions of

related quantities, such as component size and cycle size. Similar results have been

found for some restricted classes of unary functions, for example random " hollow

mappings", i.e. functions without fixed points, in [13] and random permutations in

L. Shepp and S. Lloyd [21].

Some of the properties that these authors investigated are second-order. That is,

they are expressible by a formal sentence which has variables that are interpreted as

sets, as opposed to first-order sentences whose variables are all interpreted as

individual elements. In fact, as H. Gaifman [9] and others have shown, the property
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of connectedness for many kinds of finite binary relations, including unary func-

tions, is not first-order expressible. Nevertheless, first-order sentences can express a

wide variety of properties, for example, the properties of having a component or a

cycle of fixed size. In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior of p(n, a), where

a is any sentence in the first-order predicate calculus of unary functions.

The first example of a limit law for probabilities of first-order sentences is the

following, due to Y. Glebskii et al. [10]. Let a be any first-order formula pertaining

to structures (A, R x,..., R r), where A is a set and each R¡is a draiy relation on A.

Let d = L-_i d¡ andxx,... ,xk be the free variables of a. Then for n > k, v(n, a) is

I«*!,... ,Rr) : a is true for {A, Rx,... ,Rr)} |/2"",

where A is any fixed set of cardinality n and xx,...,xk are interpreted as any fixed

distinct elements in A. Here we regard each i?, as a random relation on A, where the

probability that (yx,...,yd) g R¿ is 1/2 foryx,...,yd g A. Then

1.1 Theorem (Glebskii et al.). (a) For every first-order relational formula o,

lim v(n, a) exists and is a dyadic rational, i.e. of the form u/2" for nonnegative

integers u and v.

(b) If a is a sentence, then lim„_>00 v(n, a) is 0 or 1.

It is not difficult to show that every dyadic rational in [0,1] is lim^^^n, a) for

some a as in (a).

Part (b) of Theorem 1.1 was discovered independently by R. Fagin [6], who asked

whether hmn_00p(«, a) always exists if a is a sentence in the first-order predicate

calculus of one unary function. He gave an example showing that the limit need not

be rational: let a be\fx(F(x) ¥= x), i.e. F has no fixed points. Then lim,,.,^^«, a)

= e~l. The main result of this paper is the following. Let Q0 be the smallest set of

real numbers containing 1 and satisfying the following. If q G Q0 and y g co, then

qJe-"/j\ g go and 1 - (E^f'/»Oe"« e Q0; if q0, qx e Q0, then q0qx e Q0. Note

that Q0 ç (0,1]. Let Q consist of all reals in [0,1] which are sums of products of

numbers of the form (q/aYe~q/a/j\ or 1 - (T.s<j(q/a)s/s\)e'q/a, where q G Q0,

1 < a g u,j G u. We take the null sum to be 0 and the null product to be 1. Then

1.2 Theorem. Let a be a sentence in the first-order predicate calculus of f unary

functions. Then tim„_>o0p.(n, a) exists and is in Q.

This extends a result announced in [16].

It is an open problem whether every element of Q is lunn_œp(n, a) for some a.

Similar theorems apply to some closely related classes of finite structures.

1.3 Theorem. Let a be a sentence with binary relation symbols Fx,.. .,Ffand

px(n,a) = \{(fx,. .. ,iy): Fx,..., Ff are partial unary functions on n and a is true for

(n,Fx,...,Ff)}\/(n + l)"f;

p2(n,a) = \{(Fx,...,Ff): Fx,...,Ff are unary functions on n with no fixed points

ando is true for (n, Fx,...,Ff)}\/(n - l)"f;

p3(n, a) = \{\FX,. ..,iy): FX,...,F¡ are permutations on n and a is true for

{n,Fx,...,F¡)}\/(n\Y.   '
Then for i = 1,2,3, limn_00/i,(«, a) exists and is in Q.
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Added in proof. A proof for the result on /x, can be derived from our proof of

Theorem 1.2 by making minor changes to the counting arguments in §7. In fact,

Theorem 1.2 and the result on p2 are immediate consequences of the result on px.

Also, Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 extend to the language with names for individual

integers.

Recently, K. Compton (unpublished) proved

1.4 Theorem. Let a be a sentence in the monadic second-order predicate calculus of

one unary function. Then lim,,^^ L^=oP(m, o)/n exists.

Theorem 1.4 does not characterize the possible values of the limit, and it is not

known whether it can be extended to more than one unary function, nor is it known

whether Theorem 1.2 can be extended to monadic second-order sentences.

While there are some similarities in the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4, in

particular the use of the Ehrenfeucht game to characterize classes of indistinguisha-

ble structures, these theorems are representative of two different approaches to the

study of asymptotic probabilities. The proof of Theorem 1.2 has the same general

structure as the proofs of the limit laws in [15]. For k g <o two technical conditions,

/c-richness and /¿-simplicity, are defined on the class of structures with / unary

functions, /t-richness corresponds roughly to &-extendibility of [15], and they are

both somewhat involved. However, they are essentially modifications of an earlier

notion used by Gaifman [8] to prove a 0-1 law for countable relational structures, by

Reyes [20] to prove its topological analogue, and by Fagin [6] to prove the finite

version (Theorem 1.1(b)).

An equivalence relation called /c-agreeability is also defined. It corresponds to a

simpler (unnamed) equivalence relation in [15], and is used in the same way: we

show (Theorem 4.2) that there is a winning strategy for player II in the Ehrenfeucht

game of length k on two /V-simple and ¿-rich structures that are A>agreeable. Since

there are only finitely many /t-agreeability classes, the limit law follows when we

show that almost all structures are ^-simple (Theorem 4.3) and A>rich (Theorem 4.4),

and that the probability of belonging to a given Â>agreeability class approaches a

limit for large structures (Theorem 4.5). However, the counting arguments used to

calculate the probabilities in [15] are straightforward. Here, certain inductively

defined formulas are used to characterize the A>agreeability classes. Then an exten-

sion of the principle of inclusion-exclusion is used to remove the quantifiers while

inductively computing the probabilities of these formulas. This results in infinite

series that converge to expressions involving the ex operator. Infinite series also play

a central role in Theorem 1.4 and related results of [2], but in a different way: they

are generating series where the coefficient of x" is determined by the number of

structures of cardinality n. Also, the methods of [2] may be regarded as more general

but less constructive than our methods, which give some idea of the values of the

limits.

2. Model-theoretic definitions. For a more complete description of the notation

and basic concepts of model theory, see Chang and Keisler [1]. Let A and B be sets.

AB is the set of all functions from A to B. A partial function from A to B is a subset
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of some member of AB. u is the set of natural numbers, and we identify each n g w

with the set {0,1,... ,n - 1}. Thus if /, n g w, then f("n) is the set of all sequences

\FX,... ,Fj), where each Fg is a function from n to n.

Throughout the rest of this paper, / g « will be fixed. We shall consider models 21

of the form \A,Fx,...,Ff,cx,...,ck), where A is a set (the universe of 91), each FLis

a partial function from A to A, k G w and each c} is an individual constant.

Henceforth, structure will mean a model with / partial unary functions and finitely

many constants. If all of the partial functions are actually functions, we will say that

the structure is functional. We shall also consider substructures of 2Í. If B ç A and

{ch,.. .,Cji) = [cx,...,ck}nB, then 33 - (b, Fx n2B,... ,FfC\2B, ch,... ,Cj) is the

substructure of 21 with universe B. We shall usually put Fg for Fg n 2B in 33 because

the context will be clear.

The formal language we will use to express properties about structures is the

first-order predicate calculus of / binary relations and arbitrarily many constants.

Since the binary relations are always interpreted as partial functions, we will use

functional instead of relational notation. That is, x0, xx,... are variables, cx, c2,...

are constant symbols and the atomic formulas are u = v and Fg(u) = v, where

1 < g < /and u, v G [x0, xx,...} U [cx,c2,...}. Informally, we shall use x, y, z as

variables, understanding that they are abbreviations for certain xh, x¡, x¡. It will

sometimes be convenient to write Fg(u) = v, where —/< g < —1. This will mean

F_g(v) = u. More complex formulas are constructed by applying the logical connec-

tives -i, V, A, -» , «-» (not, or, and, implies, if and only if) and the quantifiers 3x¡,

Vx, (there exists x¡, for all x¡) to the atomic formulas. The depth of a formula is

defined inductively: atomic formulas have depth 0, if a and ß have depths a and b

respectively, then -,a has depth a; a V ß, a A ß, a -* ß and a «-» ß have depth

max(a, b)\ and 3x(a) and Vx(a) have depth a + 1. A sentence is a formula with

no free variables. We put a(x0,...,xm) for a a first-order formula with free

variables x0,...,xm. For 21 = (A, Fx,...,Ff, cx,.. .,ck) and x0,... ,xm g A, 21 1=

a(x0,... ,xm) means a is true in 21 with each symbol x¡ (i < m), Fg (1 < g < /), and

c (1 <7 < k) interpreted as the corresponding object in 21. If the interpretation of

x0,...,xm is clear we often write 2t 1= a. a(x0,...,xm) is consistent if there is a

functional 21 and x0,...,xm in 21 such that 21 t= a(x0,... ,xm). a(xQ,.. .,xm) and

ß(x0,...,xm) are equivalent if for all functional 21 and x0,...,xm in 21, 21 1=

a(x0,... ,xm) «-> ß(x0,.. -,xm). In certain instances, the correspondence from sym-

bol to object is ambiguous unless a distinction between them is made. Thus, if c, is a

constant symbol and x e A, c [x] is the constant c, interpreted as x in 21. We shall

also use pairs of models 21° and 21 \ where for p = 0,1 we put 21p

= (A", Fp,...,Ff, cp,.. .,cP). In this case Fg (1 < g < /) and Cj (1 <7 < k) are

interpreted as Fp and cf respectively.

Let a and ß be sentences.

p(n,a)=\{(Fx,...,Ff)<=f(»n):(n,Fx,...,Ff)r=a}\/n"f

and

m( «.«1/3) = p(n,a)/p(n,ß).
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Of course, p(n, a) is also a conditional probability in a similar way: for any sentence

y with/binary relation symbols let

an,y)=\{(Rl,...,Rf)^C"2):(n,R1,...,Rf)^y}\/(2"2)f.

Then if 8 is the conjunction of the axioms of/unary functions, p(n, y) = £(«, y\8).

For p = 0,1 let 2P = (ap, Fxp,...,Ff) be a structure, and let k g o¡. The

Ehrenfeucht game rA.(2I°, 2I1) is the following game of perfect information. It

consists of k steps. For 1 < i < k, step /' consists of player I selecting an interpre-

tation for c, in either of the structures, say 2Í;,,, followed by player II selecting an

interpretation for c¡ in the other structure 2t1 "^ We shall also refer to step 0 as the

initial condition of the game before step 1. Player II wins if

/ Í ro r°\   F° F°   r° r°\\lcl.4(irl >•■•»■*/ .  ci.---.cjt/

is isomorphic to

( [cx,... ,ck j, Fx,...,Ff , cx,... ,ckf.

The game and the following theorem can be extended to pairs of models of any

finite type.

2.1 Theorem (Ehrenfeucht [4]). Player II has a winning strategy for Tk(%°, 2I1)

if and only if$L°and 21l are indistinguishable by any sentence of depth k.

3. Combinatorial definitions. Let 21 = \A, Fx,... ,Ff, cx,... ,ck) be a structure and

x, y G A. A path from x to y is a finite sequence (x0,g0,xx,gx,... ,xm_x, gm_x, xm),

where x = x0, y = xm, x¡ = x¿ only if i = ; or i, j e {0, m), g, e {±1,..., ±/}

and 21 1= Fg (x¡) = xi+x for / < m. Also, if m = 2 and x = y, then g0 ¥= —gx.

The length of the path is m. If m > 1 and x = y, then the path is a cyc/e of size /n

and {x0,...,xm} is said to be a cycle set. 8(x, y) is the minimum path length from x

to y. Putting x = y for 8(x, y) < u, it is clear that = is an equivalence relation on

A. Its equivalence classes are called components of 2t, and if 21 has only one

component it is said to be connected. It is also evident that S is a metric on the

components of 21. We extend 8 to subsets B,C of A: 8(x, B) = 8(B, x) =

min{8(x, y): y G B} and 5(5, C) = nvn{8(x, y): x g B,y g C}. We say that 21 is

a cyc/z'c if it has no cycles.

The center of a component of 21 is the minimal connected set containing the cycle

sets and constants in the component, and the center of 2Í is the union of the centers

of its components. It is easy to see that the center is unique. If Z is the center of 21,

the radius of 21 is max{8(Z, x): x g A}. Therefore if 21 has finite radius then every

component has a nonempty center.

For B ç A and r g w,

N(B,r)= {x<EA:8(B,x)*zr}

and

jr(B,r)=(N(B,r),Fx,...,Ff,ch,...,Cj),

where [ch,... ,c¡ } = {cf. 8(B, cy) < /■}.
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Let 33 be a structure with radius r. 33 is said to be realizable if there is some

functional structure 21 with center Z such that 33 is isomorphic to J/~(Z, r).

Equivalently, for every x in 33 whose distance from the center of S3 is less than r and

every g = 1,...,/, Fg(x) is in 33.

4. Outline of proof of main theorem. The proof of Theorem 1.2 consists of three

parts.

I. For each j g <o, an equivalence relation called /-morphism is defined on the

class of structures with finite radius. In each/-morphism class, all members have

isomorphic centers and equal radii. Thus, if P is an isomorphism invariant property

and r g co we shall say that a y-morphism class has center with property P and

radius r if each of its members do. Similarly, a /-morphism class is realizable if any

(equivalently, all) of its members are.

It will be seen that there are only finitely manyy-morphism classes with fixed (up

to isomorphism) center and radius.

II. Let 1 < k g co and 2Í = ( A, Fx,..., Ff). 2Í is said to be k-simple if there are no

cycle sets X0, Xx ç A such that X0 + Xx, \X^\, \XX\ < 2 • 3*"1 + 1 and 8(X0, Xx) <

2 • 3*_1. 21 is said to be k-rich if for every /' = l,...,k, every realizable acyclic

(k — i')-morphism class C with center {c,} and radius 3k~' and every xx,... ,x,_, g

A, there is some x g A such that 8(x, {xx,...,x¡_x}) > 3k~', 8(x, X) > 3k~' for all

cycle sets* of size < 2 ■ 3*-''+ 1, and (/Y(x,3^'). fi>-- •>-*>. c,l>]) e c-

Let i, / g co, and £)0,.. -,Dd_x be an enumeration of ally'-morphism classes with a

single cycle of size < 2 • 37 + 1, constants among c,,...,c, and radius < 3/ For

p = 0,1 let 2P = (Ap,Fxp,...,F/,cp,...,cf). We put 8P, Np, jVp foi8,N,jVin
%p. Forp = 0,1 anda < ¿/let

(4.1) Sp = { X: X is a cycle set in %» and Jfp( X, 3J) g Da }.

Then 21 ° is said to be j-agreeable to St1 if and only if for all a < d,

|°a|       Pal      ur      |°a |> |°a| ^ J-

Clearly this is an equivalence relation with only finitely many (in fact (/ + 2)d)

equivalence classes among structures with constants cx,...,c¡.

We will prove

4.2 Theorem. Let k g co and 2Í °, 21x be structures with no constants. If 2Í ° and 2Í1

are k-simple and k-rich and 21° is k-agreeable to 2Í1, then Tk(%°, 2Í1) is a win for

player II.

III. Lastly, we prove the following for all k g co.

4.3 Theorem. limn^xp(n, 21 is k-simple) = 1.

4.4 Theorem, lim^^/zi«, 2Í is k-rich) = 1.

4.5 Theorem. For every k-agreeability class K on structures with no constants, there

is q G Q such that lim„^00p(«, 2Í G À') = q.

Given these results the proof of Theorem 1.2 is straightforward. For fixed k G co,

let R = {21: 2Í is /c-simple and /c-rich} and let K0,...,Kh_x be the Z:-agreeability
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classes on structures with no constants. Given a sentence a of depth k, for any i < h

it follows by Theorems 4.2 and 2.1 that either 31 1= a for all 21 g R n K¡or 2Í 1= -, a

for all 91 g R n K¡. Let £ = {/ < A: 31 1= a for 31 g Ä n Kt}. Then

p(n,a) = p(n,a A 31 £ R) + £ p(n, 3Í g Ä n K,).

Therefore

lim p(n, a) = Y,   um !"■(«> 31 g AT,)   by Theorems 4.3 and 4.4,
"^oo ieE "~*°°

g g   by Theorem 4.5.

5. Definition of/-morphism. The following notation will be used repeatedly in this

and subsequent sections. Given 31 = \A, Fx,...,Ff,Cjx,...,Cjj with center Z and

x g A,

(5.1) Ax = {y G A: 8(Z, y) = 8(Z, x) + 8(x, y)}

and

Kx = (Ax,Fx-{(x,x)},...,Ff-{(x,x)},cx[x]).

Since AXC\ Z = {x} Ci Z, 31 x is acyclic. Since >> g ^4x if and only if the unique path

from Z toy includes x, 91 x is connected.

We first define/-morphism for pairs of acyclic connected structures with a single

constant, say cx. We use induction on r, the maximum of their radii. At each step of

the induction it will be clear that among such structures with radius < r, isomor-

phism implies/-morphism, there are only finitely many /-morphism classes and in

each class all structures have equal radii and either all of them are realizable or none

of them are. To begin the induction, we define all pairs of such structures with r = 0

to bey'-morphic.

Now assume r > 0 and that /-morphism has been defined for acyclic structures

with center ( cx} and radius < r. Let C0,..., Cc_ x, where c g co, be an enumeration

of the/-morphism classes among such structures.'

Forp = 0,1 let 91' = (Ap, Ff,...,Ff, cP) be acyclic with radius < r. For each

x g Np(c[, 1) - ( c[} let gP be the unique g G { ± 1,..., ±f } such that Fp(cp) = x.

Note that the radius of 3tP is less than r.

For p = 0,1, g g {+1,...,+/} and a < c let

(5.2) Spa = {x g Np(cp,l) -{cp}: gp = g and %p G Ca).

Then we define 31° to be/-morphic to 31l if and only if for all such g and a,

Clearly there are not more than (2(j + 2))ci /-morphism classes among acyclic

structures with center ( c,} and radius < r.

To extend /-morphism to all structures with finite radius, for p = 0,1 let 31p

= \AP, Ff,... ,Ffp, c^,... ,c?) with center Zp. If there is an isomorphism 6 from

(z°, F,0,...,/}0, c°,.!.,c°) onto (Z1,fi1,...,^1,c)i,...,c)/) such that for each

x G Z°, 31° is/-morphic to 3tg(x), then we say that 3t° is/-morphic to SI1 via 0. It is
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clear that for all r g co, there are not more than c|Z ' /-morphism classes among

structures with center isomorphic to Z° and radius < r, where c is the number of

/-morphism classes among acyclic structures with center { c,} and radius < r. Also,

isomorphism implies /-morphism, and in each class all structures have equal radii

and either all of them are realizable or none of them are.

6. Proof of Theorem 4.2.

6.1 Lemma. Let 31° and 3Í1 be j-morphic with centers Z° and Z1 respectively. Then

for every k < / and s g co, jV°(Z°, s) is k-morphic to J/~X(ZX, s).

Proof. We first prove the lemma for the case when 31' = (ap', F{,...,Fj>', c[) is

acyclic (p = 0,1). Thus Zp = {cp}. We use induction on s. For s = 0, the result is

immediate because jV°(Z°,0) and J/~\Zx, 0) are isomorphic.

Now assume that í > 0 and the result holds for 0,... ,s - 1. Let r be the radius of

3Í ' (p = 0,1), let Ap and 31 £ be as in (5.1) for x g Ap, and let

Bp = APn NP(Z", s)

and

i8p = {Bp,Fxp-{(x,x)),...,Ffp-{(x,x)},cx[x])

for x G NP(ZP, s). Note that the radius of 33£ is less than or equal to s, and is equal

to s if and only if x = c[ and 5 < r.

Let C0,...,CC_! (respectively D0,...,Dd_x) be an enumeration of all acyclic

/-morphism (respectively Ä>morphism) classes with center (c,} and radius < r

(respectively5). Let Spabe as in (5.2) forp = 0,1, g g { + 1,..., +/} and a < c, and

let

Tpb = {x g N»(cp,l) - {cp } : gp = g and SQP g Db)

for b < d. Fixing g and b, it is clear that

Tio £ U spa■*ga-

a<c

By the induction assumption, for a < c,

Spa ç Tpgh   foip = 0,1    or    Spga n Tpb =0    forp = 0,1.

Letting£= {a: Sg'aç7£},

\Tph\=  £ \Spa\    forp = 0,1.
ae£

Since 3i° and 211 arey-morphic, for a < c,

I Vo I = I«?1 I     nr     l<»0 I   Ii1 I > iPga|       Pga|      0r      Pga|. Pga| > J •

Therefore

IT'01 = 17"1 j    or    \t°\   \t1\>Ic

and it follows that^T°(Z°, s) is />morphic to^T^Z1, i).
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To extend the proof to all structures, let 91° and 91x be/-morphic via 8. Then for

each x g Z°, 91° isy'-morphic to %lix). By what was shown above, 23° is /V-morphic

to 33^(jc). Therefore^'°(Z°, s) is A:-morphic to-zT^Z1, s) via 6.   D

6.2 Lemma. Let 91° and 9t1 be j-morphic via 6 with centers Z° and Z1 respectively.

Then for every s G co and Xo c Z° such that jV°( Xo, s) has finite radius, Jr0( Xo, s)

is j-morphic tojV\6(X°), s) via 0.

Proof. Let X1 = 6(X°) and let Yp be the center oiJTp(Xp, s) forp = 0,1. Then

Yp ç Zp and Y1 = 0(7°). For x, y g JV'( *', 5) let f'(x, 7) be the minimum path

length in Jfp(Xp, s) from x to y. For xeA' let AP and 21 £ be as in (5.1), and for

je e NP(XP, s) let

i/={>6 #'(*', *) = W, vO = W, x) + £>(*, >0}>

33^ = (Bpx, Fp - {(x, x)},.. .,Ff - {(x, x)),cx[x)),

pp(x) = max{r(x, y):yeBpnZp).

If we prove the following, we will be done.

Claim. For all x g wot *°, s) n Z°, 33° is/-morphic to S3^(jc).

We prove the Claim by induction on p°(x).

Fix x G N°(X°, s) n Z°. We will sometimes put x° for x and xl for 0(x). If

p°(x) = 0, then since 0 is an isomorphism from Z° onto Z1, p:(ö(x)) = 0. Therefore,

forp = 0,1,

Bp, = ApP n Np(xp, s - 8p(Xp, xp)).

Since 3i° isy'-morphic to 9l\ix), it follows by Lemma 6.1 that 33° isy'-morphic to

^$(Xy

Now assume that p°(x) > 0 and the Claim holds for all_y G N°(X°, s) n Z° such

that p°(y) < p°(x). If 8°(X°, x) = s, then BPP ç Zp for p = 0,1, implying 33° is

isomorphic to 33^x). Thus let us assume 8°(X°, x) < s. Let r be the maximum of the

radii of 91PP and 33 P, ( p = 0,1), and let C0,..., Cc_ x be an enumeration of all acyclic

/-morphism classes with center ( cx} and radius < r. Forp = 0,1, g G { ± 1,..., ±f }

and a < c, let

S£ ={/e Np(xp,l)nApP-{xp}:gp = gand9t; G Ca),

T¡a = [y e AT'(xM) n Af, - {x'}: g; = gand33; g Ca},

upa = r¿ - z',      vpa = r¿ n z'.

Since 8P(XP, xp) < s, it is easily seen that Np(xp, 1) n 5/, - Zp = A^x', 1) n

APP — {xp}. Therefore, fixing g and b < c,

u?b = U s¿,

and by Lemma 6.1, for a < c,

Spa ç í/¿   forp = 0,1    or   Spa n £/¿ =0    forp = 0,1.

Since 91° is/-morphic to 91 j^, for a < c,

loOl      loi I      nr      loOl    loi I >  :
Pga| - Pga|      °r      Pga| ' Pga        -^
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Therefore

Ij7°| = \fjl I     nr     \ll°\   \fr1\>i\ugb\      \ugb\     or     \ugb\'\ugb\>J-

For every y g N°(x, 1) D B° n Z° - {x}, p°(y) < p°(x) - 1. Therefore by the

induction assumption, 33° isy'-morphic to 33j,(v). Since 6 is an isomorphism from Z°

to Z\ gv° = g\lyy Therefore 0(Vg°h) = Vg\, and

r¿r*l   rgftl   or   \1gb\>\1gb\>J>

implying 33° is/-morphic to 33g(;c).    D

6.3 Lemma. Forp = 0,1 let %p = (Ap, F{,.. .,Ff, c[ ,...,cf_x), where 1 < t G to.

If j > 0 and 91° is j-morphic to 91 \ t/ieví /or e/jerv c° g A0, there is c) G A1 such that

(A0, Fx0,.. .,Ff°, c°,.. .,c°) is (j - lymorphic to (a\ Fx\.. .,Ff\ c\,.. .,c)).

Proof. Let 91' have center Z' (p = 0,1) and say 31° is/-morphic to 3I1 via 6. We

use induction onj = 8°(Z°, cf). If s = 0, let c) = 6(c°). The lemma then follows

immediately from Lemma 6.1.

Now assume that s > 0 and the lemma holds for s - 1. For p = 0,1 and x g Ap

let AP and 31 £ be as in (5.1). There exist unique x° g Z°, y0 g A0 - Z° and

« g { ±1,..., +/} such that c,° g A°yo ç A°xo and Fh°(x°) = y°. Let x1 = 0(x°).

Since 3t°o is /-morphic to 3txi, there is y1 g ^xi such that Fhl(xl) = ^: and 3I°o is

/-morphic to 3Iy. Since S°( v°, c,°) = í — 1, by the induction assumption there is

c,1 6^, suchthat (yl°o,F10,...,F/0,Cl[/],c10) and (^y, Fx\...,Ff\ Cl[/], cj)

are(/ — l)-morphic. (If /' = 1, just use c2[yp] forcjv'].)

Forp = 0,1 let 33'= (ap, Fp,. . .,Ff, c[,.. .,cf). To prove that 33° is (; - 1)-

morphic to S31, first note that the center Xp of (app, Fp,.. .,Ff, cx[yp], cp) is the

set of points in the unique path from yp to cf, Z' n Xp = 0, and the center Yp of

33' is Z' U X". Since Xo is isomorphic to X1 and Fhp(xp) = y" forp = 0,1, 6 can be

extended to an isomorphism from Y° onto Y1.

Forx g ,4'let

Bp = {y G A": 8P(YP, y) = 8P(YP, x) + 8p(x, y)},

33x' = (Bp, Fp - {(x, x)),...,Ff - {(x, x)),cx[x]).

We complete the proof by showing that for x g Y°, 23° is (/ - l)-morphic to 33^(x).

There are three cases: x G Z° - {x0}, x g Xo, and x = x°. If x g Z° - {x°},

then 33°= 31° and »i(JC) = 3iJ(j(). Now 31° and ai(Jt) are (/- l)-morphic by

Lemma 6.1, and therefore so are 33° and 33^(x). If x g A"0, then 33° and 33^(x) are

(/ — l)-morphic because

(A°yo,Fx°,...,FfO,cx[yO],c?)    and    (Ayr,Fx\...,Ff\cx[/],c})

are (/ - l)-morphic and fix° ç A°vo, B¡(x) çz Ayí.

If x = x°, let r be the radius of %PP (p = 0,1), and let C0,... ,CC_X (respectively

D0,...,Dd_x) be an enumeration of all acyclic y-morphism (respectively (/ — 1)-

morphism) classes with center {c,} and radius < r. Forp = 0,1, g g {±1,...,±/}

and a < c let

Spa ={y^ Np(xp,l)nApP - {x'}: gp = gand %p e Ca),
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and for b < d let

Tgph ={y^ N»(xp,l) n Bp, - {x'}: gp = g and 33; G Dh).

Note that Np(xp, 1) n Bp„ = A"(x', 1) n APP - {yp}, and for y g Np.(xp, 1) n £/,,

33; = 31 ; so the radius of 23; is less than r.

Therefore, fixing g and b,

T&Q \JSpa-{y»),
a<c

and by Lemma 6.1, for a < c,

Spga-{yp)^Tph   forp = 0,1       or       (s> - { y'}) n 7£ = 0    forp = 0,1.

Let Jfc < c such that j/' g Sjft for p = 0,1, and let E = {a: Sg'a - {y") ç 7$}. If

g ¥= /i or k <£ F,

1^1=  I K\    forp = 0,1,

and if g = h and Z: G E,

It'I = V lç' I — i
\1gb\ ¿*   Pgal        L-

«e£

Since 91 °o and 91 xi are/-morphic, for a < c,

K\=K\ «r K\,K\>j.
Therefore

|t0| = |t1|     nr     It°I    It1^;'— 1r«ft|   \1gb\   or   r?*l' r?*l   -^    i'

and it follows that 33° is (/ - l)-morphic to 33^(x).    D

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.2. Let k g co and 9Í'

= (ap, Ff,.. .,Ff) forp = 0,1. If i < k and c(,.. .,cf g Ap are constants chosen

in the Ehrenfeucht game, we put 91'(cf,.. .,cf) for (ap, Fxp,...,F/,cP,...,cf),

and for x ^ Ap and r g co, we put J/~p(x, r)(c[,...,cf) for jVp(x, r) in

91'(cf,... ,cf). Player IPs strategy will be to choose so that at each step /' < k, the

following conditions hold:

Forl < h < /,^°(c°,3A:-')(c0,...,c0) and

JS%l(c1h,3k~')(c\,...,c)) are (A: - 0-morphic.

(6.5) 9i°(c°,...,c,°) andgi^cî,...,^1) are(Â: - /)-agreeable.

If (6.4) holds for i = k, then player II has won. The proof that player II can

choose so that (6.4) and (6.5) hold at each step / is by induction on /'. For / = 0, (6.4)

is vacuously true, and (6.5) holds by assumption.

Now let us assume that /' > 0 and (6.4) and (6.5) hold for i — 1. By symmetry, say

player I chooses cf g .4°. There are three cases.

CaseI.S°(c°,{c1°,...,c°_1})> 3*-'andS°(c°, X) > 3*-'for all cycle sets X ç A0

of size < 2 • 3k~' + 1. Then Jr°(cf,3k-')(cf,...,cf) is acyclic with center {cf}
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and radius 3*-'. Since SI1 is fc-rich, there is c] g A1 such that 81(c],{c\,... ,c]_x}) >

3k-\ 8\c),X)>3k-' for all cycle sets X Q A1 of size < 2 ■ 3*_/+ 1, and

jV°(cf,3k~i)(c°,.. .,cf) is (jfc - /)-morphic to jV\c),3k~')(c\,.. .,c)).

To show (6.4) holds, let h < i. By the induction hypothesis for (6.4) and Lemma

6.1    and   Lemma   6.2,   jV°(cf, 3k~¡)(cf,.. .,cf_x)    is   (k - /)-morphic   to

jr\c\, 3*-')(ci,... ,c)_x). Since 8"(cph, cf) > 3*"' forp = 0,1,

^•p(cp,3k-')(cp,...,cp) = ^p(cp,3k-)(cp,...,cp_x),

therefore ^r/-0(cJ,3fc-')(c1,...,c/°) is (A: - i>moiphfcto.^H4.3*~0(ei»-••.<$)■

To show (6.5) holds, let D be a (k — z')-morphism class with a single cycle of size

< 2 • 3*-' + 1, constants among cx,.. .,c¡ and radius < 3k~', and forp = 0,1

Tp = ( X: Arisacyclesetin3I'and^°(Ar,3^')(ci',...,c/') g Z>).

For all cycle sets * in 31' of size < 2 3*"' + 1, ^•*(jr,3*_')(cff...,cf> =

Jr/'p(X,3k-i)(cp,...,cf_x) because 8p(X,cf) > 3*-'. Therefore T" = 0 if c, is a

constant in D. If c, is not a constant in Z), let C0,..., Cc_ t be an enumeration of all

(k — i + l)-morphism classes with a single cycle of size < 2 • 3k~' + 1, constants

among cx,... ,c,_, and radius < 3*~'+1, and forp = 0,1 and a < c,

Sp = { X: Z is a cycle set in 3Í' and^'t X, 3*-,+1)(cf,... ,cf_x) g Ca}.

Then

T' £  IJ S¿\

and by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, for a < c,

Sp ç Tp   forp = 0,1,       or       Sp n Tp = 0    forp = 0,1.

Letting £= {a:Sa'ç T'},

|T'|=  £ |S>|    forp = 0,1.

By the induction assumption for (6.5), for a < c,

\S2\ = \SÎ\    or    \S^\,\S¡\>k-i+l.

Therefore

\t°\ = \t1\  or  \t°\,\t1\> k- i,

which implies (6.5).

Case II. 8°(cf, Xo) < 3k~i for some cycle set Xo Q A0 of size < 2 ■ 3k~i + 1. By

the induction assumption for (6.5), there is X1 ç A1 such that

jrO(Xo,3k-i+l){c°x,...,c?_x)

is (k - i + l)-morphic to jV\Xl,3k',+l)(c\,...,c)_x). By Lemma 6.3, there is

c) g N\X\ 3*-' + 1) such that

^°(A-°,3*-i+1)(c°,...,C°)

is(k- i)-moiphictojVl(Xl,3k-'+l)(c\,...,c)).
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To show (6.4) holds, take h < i. First, suppose 8°(X°, cf)>2- 3k~i. Then

8\X1,c\)> 2 • 3*"'. Therefore by the triangle inequality for 5' (p = 0,l),

8p(cp,cf)> 3k~'. As in Case I, it then follows thatJr°(cf,3k-i)(cf,...,cf) is

(k - i)-moiphictoJf1(c1h,3k-,)(c\,...,c]).

Now suppose 8°(X°, cf) < 2 • 3k~i. Then 8\X\ c\) < 2 • 3k~' and, by the trian-

gle inequality, Np(cf,3k-') ç Np(Xp,3k~i+1) for p = 0,1. Therefore by Lemma

6.2,^r^c^, 3*-')(c°,...,cf) is (Â: - i)-morphic to jV\c\, 3*-')(ci>-.. ,cj).

To prove (6.5), let D and Tp ( p = 0,1) be as in Case I. If c, is a constant in Z>,

then since 31 ' is A>simple, by Lemma 6.2

Tp = 0    forp = 0,1        or       Tp = {Xp}    forp = 0,1.

If ci is not a constant in D, let C0,...,Cc„x and Sj' (p = 0,1, ö < c) be as in Case I.

Then

TPQ \JSp-{Xp},
a<c

and by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, for a < c,

Sp -{Xp} QTP   forp = 0,1        or       (Sp - { Xp}) n Tp = 0    forp = 0,1.

Let /■ < c such that Jf' g S£ for p = 0,1, and E = {a:  Sp - {Xp} c Tp). If

|7*|-  I |Sa'|    forp = 0,1

and ifh&E,

\tp\= E l^l-i-

In either case,

IT^IT1!    or    |T°|, Ir1! > A: — i,

and (6.5) holds.

Case III. <5°(c°, {cf,...,cf_x}) < 3*_/ but S0(c?, X) > 3*_< for all cycle sets

X cz A0 of size < 2 • 3*_< + L Let 1 < h < i such that 8°(cf, cf) < 3*-'. By the

induction assumption for (6.4),^T°(c°,3/c_,+1)(c0,.. .,cf_x) is(k — i + l)-morphic

to jV\c\,3k-i+l){c\,...,c)_x). By Lemma 6.3, there is c) g N\c\,3k~'+1) such

that ^°(cf,3k-i+1)(cf,...,cf) is(A:- /)-morphicto^1(c^,3i:-' + 1)(c},...,cj).

The proof of (6.4) is similar to the proof of (6.4) in Case II, and the proof of (6.5)

is the same as the proof of (6.5) in Case I.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

7. Proof of Theorems 4.3, 4.4, 4.5.
7.1 Proof of Theorem 4.3. We estimate p(n, 3Í is not Z:-simple) from above. Let

K be the class of all connected structures of cardinality < 2 • 3k + 1 with at least

two distinct cycles. Clearly there are only finitely many, say m, isomorphism classes

in K. For n G co let q(n) = max{p(n, 31 has a substructure isomorphic to 33):

33 G K).   Then   p(n, 31   is   not   /t-simple) < mq(n),   and   we   need   only   show

lim«-ooi(") = °-
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For any 33 = (B, Gx,...,Gf) g K, let b = \B\ and c = L1<g</|Gg|. By a graph-

theoretic argument (see Harary [11, p. 39]), b + 1 < c. Therefore

p(n, 31 has a substructure isomorphic to 33) < n(n — 1) • ■ • (n — b + l)/nc < n~l,

and it follows that limn_xq(n) = 0.   D

The main tool for proving Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 is Lemma 7.10 below. It in turn

depends on the next sequence of definitions and lemmas.

The first two lemmas are generalizations of the principle of inclusion-exclusion

and Bonferroni's inequalities (see Feller [7, pp. 106-111]). Their proofs were

suggested by the referee. Let G, H, I be finite sets. For each (h, i) g H X I let

P(h, i) ç G. In the usual terminology G is said to be a collection of objects and each

P(h, i) is a property of some of the objects in G. For S ç. H X I and i g / let

S(i) = SDHx{i},   E>(S)=     fl    P(h,i),
(*,i)eS

E-(S) = E>(S)- IJ        P(h,i).
(h,i)eHXI-S

That is, E* (S) is the set of objects that have all the properties in S, and E= (S) is

the set of objects that have all the properties in S and none of the properties in

HXI-S.

For s G7(|i/| + 1) let L(s) = I,S\E> (S)\, where the sum is taken over all S such

that \S(i)\ = s(i), i g I, and foiJQl let M( J, s) = ÖSE" (S), where the union is

taken over all S such that |S(/')| = s(i) for /' g J and |S(0| > ■*(') for ¿ g J - /.

Thus M(J, s) is the set of objects with exactly s(i) properties in H X {/'} for / g J

and at least s(i) properties in H X {/'} for / g I - J. Lastly, for s, t G7(|//| + 1) we

put 5 < t if s(i) < r(i') for i g I.

7.2 Lemma. Let s g '(\H\ + 1) andJ ç I such that s(i) > 0 for i g I - J. Then

\m(j,s)\=    E    IK-i)"0-*0©
te'(\H\ + l)  1<=J

t>s

x n (-i)'(i)-s(o(;;;;:;)xi(r).
¡G/-/

Proof. For all S ç H X I, E>(S) = DT2SE=(T). Since the sets E~ (T) are

disjoint,

|2P(S)|=   E \E-(T)\,
T2S

and so by Möbius inversion

\E~(S)\=   E (-l)|rHS||^(T)|.
T3S
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Now

\M(J,s)\ = j:\E-(S)\ = E   E (-l)m-]S\E>(T)\,
S S    T^S

where the sums are taken over all S such that |S(/')| = s(i) for /' G J and |S(/')| > s(i)

for /' g I — J. Reversing the order of summation gives

\M(J,s)\ = Z\E>(T)\ E(-l)
T SQT

\T\-\S\

where T ranges over all sets such that |T(í')| > s(i), i g I, and S is restricted as

above.

Thus it remains to evaluate

E(-i)'rMS|= n e (-i)ir(')Mt/i   n   e (-i)1™-*1
SQT \i£J   UQT(i) }\'^I-J UQT(i)

\U\ = s(i) \U\>s(i)

= n(-i)'(í)-í(0Q n (-d'^'O'

where |T(/)| = t(i), i g I. This proves the lemma.   D

7.3 Lemma. Let s and J be as in Lemma 7.2. For t G7(|i/| + 1) we put Li for

E/e/'(')• Then for every v > ¿Zs

e (-rncjxn ag=î)x^(o>°-
re'(|//| + l) ,e/ ,e/   J

t^s
Lt>v

Proof. Note that for t g 7(|i/| + 1) such that t(i) > 0 for i g I - y,

mo-   e   nQ n ci)x|*(/,,,)i.
u»/

To prove this, we regard the equations in the statement of Lemma 7.2, where s varies

and / is fixed, as a system of (\H\ + I)171!//.!17"-71 linear equations with the same

number of unknowns L(t), where t varies. Thus by showing that the above formula

is a solution to the system of equations, it follows that it is the unique solution.

Substituting the above formula for L(t) in the equation of Lemma 7.2 and

reversing the order of summation gives

\m(j,s)\=    E    \m(j,u)\   E    U(-i)'(,)-s0XXl)
ue'(|/Y| + l) ;e'(|//| + l)  "=y

">s Í<Í<U

^n(-i)w-*CI)C:.')-
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The second sum on the right equals

n E   (-ir^'XvM
ï(i)<w<u(i)

x n
iet-J

E   (-ir^oAHtii1)
í(i)<w<«(¿)

= n Q     E    (-D-T»)
j(i)<w<«(i)

x n
iel-J £(f)<w<u(/)

_   (1       if M = 5,

\0       if M > Í.

Thus we get the identity \M(J, s)\ = \M(J, s)\, proving that the formula for L(t) is

a solution.

To complete the proof of the lemma, by substitution of the formula for L(t) and

reversing the order of summation

e (-if-'nes)* n Oko
re'(|//|+l)

rSss
Eí>íj

iey ie/-y

e   i3f(/,«)i  e  (-irnQiS)
we'(|/7| + l) /<='(|/Y| + 1) ,ey

xinj;;;;::)C:I1).

The second sum on the right equals

no.nC) E (-ir-eia
and this last sum equals 1 if u = s and equals (^"T^/J,1) > 0 if « > s.   D

7.4 Lemma. Lei u g"Xw[0, oo)    a/W (wm: m g co)   6e a sequence in   [0, oo)

satisfying the following:

(7.5) E ("l)"1^«. «0    converges for all n G co.

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

Then

E (""I)"""™   converges.

lim «(«, wi) = wm   for all m G co.
M—* OO

E (-I)""   "m(m,»j)>0   /or cï//«, i; g co.
m>¿)

lim    E (-l)"V«,m)=   E (-l)m"„
n —* en _
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Proof. Let e > 0. By (7.6) there is M g co such that

E (-i)m«„

m<M

E (-i)m«„
< e/3    and    uM < e/3.

By (7.7) there is N G co such that \u(n, m) - um\ < e/3(M + 1) for m < M and

n > N. Then for all n > N,

E (-l)M«(«,m)-   E (-1)""«

E (-i)mM(«,w)- E (-i)mw(«,»î)

KM

+

+

E (-ir«(«,m)- e (-ir«,
m<M m< M

E (-i)m«m- E(-i)m«„

< u(n,M) [by (7.8)] +   £   |«(n, m) - «J + e/3
m<M

<e/3 + e/3(A/+ 1) + eM/3(M + 1) + e/3 = e.    D

The following notation and definitions will be used in Lemmas 7.9 and 7.10

below.

Let / g co be fixed and C0, Cx,... be an enumeration of all acyclic /-morphism

classes with center {cx} such that the radius of Cd < the radius of C, for all d < i.

For each d g co, we define a certain qd g Q0, using induction on the radius of Cd.

q0 ■= 1. Let /■ > 0, Co.-.-.C,..! be all the classes with radius < r, and let Cd have

radius r. Assume qa,-..,qc-i have been defined. Now Cd is characterized by a

sequence ( sd : g g { ± 1,...,+/}, a < c) of elements in / + 2 in the following

way. For any acyclic structure 3Í = (A, Fx,...,Ff, cx) and g g ( + 1,..., +/},

a < c, let S'ga be as in (5.2). Then 31 g Cd if and only if for all such g and a,

sdga   or    \Sga\ sdga>J-

Since Q is nonempty, if g > 0 then sdga < 1 for all a < c, and there is at most one

a < c such that sdga = 1. Let

Id= {(g,a)e {±1,...,+/} Xc:g<0orj(/ga>0},

»dga = 1sae - q-/s !    if g < 0 and sdga = í < j,

= 1-11 V'Js\\e-«'   if g < 0 and ̂ ga = j + 1,
is«y

and

= qa   ifg>0foi(g,a)<=Id,

1d=    n   vd

Letp, r g co. A formula a(x0,.. .,xp_x) is a diagram of x0,...,xp_x if it is of the

form Ai<g<f,h,i<pyghi, where each yghi is Fg(xA) = x, or Fg(xh) * x¡. For any
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structure 31 = (A, Fx,...,Ff),x0,...,xp_x g A andx g N({x0,...,xp_x}, r) let

Bx(x0,...,xp_x,r)= [y e N({x0,...,xp_x},r): 8({x0,...,xp_x}, y)

= 8({x0,...,xp_x},x) +8(x, y)},

■®x\xo>- ■ ■ >xp-i> r)

= (Bx(x0,...,xp_x,r),Fx -{(x,x)},...,Ff-{(x, x)},cx[x]).

When x0,...,xp_x,r are understood, we write Bx and 33x. Let C be an acyclic

y'-morphism class with center c, and radius < r. For notational convenience, we will

treat "33x g C" as a first-order formula. Although it is irrelevant to the combina-

torial arguments that follow, it can be shown that it is equivalent to a first-order

formula with free variables x, x0,... ,x x. This follows easily by induction on r (see

§5)-
For i<p and n > p, p(n, 33x g C|a) is independent of the choices of

x0,. ..,xp_x g n provided they are distinct, because y-morphism is isomorphism

invariant. Thus p(n, 23x g C\a) will be taken to mean the probability for any

distinct x0,... ,xp_x g n. We will use this convention implicitly for other formulas

whose probability is constant for all assignments of their free variables to distinct

elements.

Let ßr(x0,. ■ ■ ,xp_x) be a formula such that for all structures 3t and x0,...,x x in

31, 31 1= /?r(x0,. ..,xp_x) if and only if, for every x g N({x0,.. .,xp_x},r), there is a

unique path in N({x0,... ,xp_x), r) from (x0,.. -,xp_x} to x.

7.9 Lemma. // a A Ah<i<pxh # x, is consistent, where a is a diagram, then

limn-ooii(«.^rl«)= 1-

Proof. We show limn_txp(n,-lßr\a) = 0. If %\=-ißr(x0,...,xp_x), then there is

a  sequence  (,y0, g0, yx,...,gm_x, y„), where 2 < m < 2r + 1,   {x0,. ..,xp_x) fl

{y0,---,ym-i} = {yo)>yme {^••••^-î} u {y^--^ym~i)^yh*yMh <i<m,

g, g {±1,...,+/} and 31 t= Fg(y,) = yi + x for i < m, andgm_2# -gm_x.

For 2 < m < 2r + 1 and « g co let £7(72, m) = p(n, 31 has such a sequence of

length m\a). Then p(n,-,ßr\a) < T.2<m^2r+Xq(n, m), and we need only show

limn_,caq(n, m) = 0 for 2 < m < 2r + 1.

Since a A Ah<i<pxh ¥= x, is consistent, for n > p + m,

q(n,m)<p(p + m)(2f)m(n - p) •••(«- p - w + 2)/«m.

Therefore lim„_00£7(/i, w) = 0.       D

7.10 Lemma. For all p, r g co, a(x0,... ,xp_x) a diagram, E ç p and b g £co, where

the radius of Ch is < r for each i G E, if a A A,e£ 33 G Cft_ A Ah<i<pxh ¥= x, is

consistent, then

lim jai«, A »„g Cfc |a) = n?*,-

Proof. We use induction on r. If r = 0, then Z>( = 0 for /' g E, and for all 31 and

distinct x0,... ,xp_x in 31, 31 1= A,6£ 33x g C0. Since q0 = 1, the lemma obviously

holds.
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Now assume that r > 0 and the lemma holds for r — 1. As before, C0,..., Cc_x are

the classes with radius < r. For g g { + 1,..., +/} and t g co let a'g(x, y0,... ,y,-X)

beAi<iFg(x) = yi, let aa(x0,.. .,xp_x, y0,.. .,y,-X) be A,<r 33^ g Ca for a < c, and

for d such that Cd has radius r let rdga(x, x0,... ,xp_x) be

3y0 ■" 3^-i

or

3y0 • • ■ 3Jy

Axh*yi*   A ^ * a a «g(x) a <
/l</> h<i<s

i<s

A Vjs(Fg(x) -Ä A »Ä e C. - V>, - J
^ I < s '

f\xh*y,^    A   >'A^>'/Aag+1(x)Aa¿''+1
h<p //</</

if^   =*</,

aga
= 7 + 1-

For every /' g F, a A 33x g Cfe is consistent by assumption. Therefore for 1 < g

< /, if sb ga = 0 for all a < c, then Fg(x¡) = xh is a conjunct in a for some h < p.

Then for every functional 31 and distinct x0,... ,x    x in 91,

9Ir=aA,3r-(33XiGQ ~      A     i»(f-(x,>).
\ (g,a)e/6i /

Let L> = {/' g F: Z>, < c} and 7 = {(i, g, a): i g F - Z) and (g, a) g /6}. Then by

Lemma 7.9, we will be done if we prove

(7.11)      lim pin,  A ®X(eC6(A      A     **    (*,)|a) = Ü <7*,X     El     vbiga.
"^°°     V       ¡efl U,g.a)el '        '£D (i,g,a)Gl

Let J = {(/', g, a) g L sfcga </}, and for m, n g co let

«(»,»)- e   n cr)x   n   (V)
<<,,«> 0,g.a)^J <i,g,a)el-j

X (h-P)(h -/>-!)••• (rt-p-W + 1)/       J!       *,*,!
(¿,g,a)e/

xpj«, A »„ e C6( a     A    «Hx,)-a °a'H«)

and

"m =   Il ?fc, X      E II ^ga'f'rga ~ ^iga)' ?0'
'/«.

x   n   ííK^-7-i)!^]"1^-
(i,g,a)e/-/

Both sums are taken over all sequences {tiga: (i, g, a) g l} of elements in w such

that for all (i, g, a) g I, tiga > sfciga and f,ga = 1 if g > 0, and E{/j„a)e/r/ga = w. In
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the first sum, we rename the free variables y0,... ,yt   _, in the conjuncts ag"«(xi) A

aj'*a so that every variable^,... ,ym^x occurs in exactly one conjunct.

Let Es = E(l>âr,0)e/50(ga. By Lemma 7.2,

(7.12)    i,A8,6Ct,A      A     %ga(x,)\A=   E   (-l)m-Esu(n,m).
\        i^D (i',g,a)er ' m>£i

(We take G to be the set of functional structures with universe n satisfying

« A A,eD S3X G Cb¡, H = n - (x0,... ,xp_x), and for y G H, (i, g, a) G I,

P(y,(i, g, a))' = {9î'g G: 31 1= Fg(Xj) = y A 33^ g Ca).)We will apply Lemma 7.4

to the sum in (7.12). Clearly (7.5) holds because u(n, m) = 0 for m > n. For

-f<g< -1. if ('. g,a)^J then letting s = s0jga,

and if (i, g, a) G / - J, then

^6, ga =  1  -   E L(-D"sC)q'yt\
s*ij I t»s

E(-D'"X')

E(-iy

«y«! - E

t-j-i

-i-E

= E(-i)
r>y

-E(-l)"y_1[yK'-7-l)!í]"lí¿-

E(-D'"JC)
s<y

'//i
«/a/"

i<y

</'!

Similarly,

(7.13) ru,x n ^= e (-i)M"Ei«m,
i£D 'i,g,a)el m>Y.s

and (7.6) holds. Take any m G co and {tiga: (i, g,a) g F) such that i,ga = 1 for

g > OandE(,ig,a)e/í,ga = m. Lettinga' = A(¡,g,a)6/a^(^,) and a' = A(,,g,a)e/a>,

for n G co,

/M«.   A 99*, e Q, A a' A a'|a) = pin,   A ®x, e Cî>, A CT'I« A «') x M«. «'!«)•

Let a"(x0,...,x/)_1, ^0,...,ym_,) be the conjunction of all formulas Fg(z0)i= zx,

where 1 ^g^f,z0,zx G {x0,...,xp_x} U ( ;/„,.. .,>>„_,} and Fg(z0) = z, is not a

conjunct of a A a'.

Then a A a' A a" is a diagram and hm„_00p(n, a"|a A a') = 1. Also

a A a' A a" A   A ®*, G C6,. A a' A     A    xA ̂  x, A     A    7* * flA   A ** * >i
is/) h<i<p h<i<m h<p

i<m

is consistent because t,ga = 1 for g > 0, and

« A   A ®x, e Q, A     f\    xh± Xt
/<=£ h<i<p
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is consistent. For all functional 31, distinct x0,...,xp_x,y0,. ..,ym-X in 3Í and i < m,

ßr-1(x0,...,xp_x,y0,...,ym_l) A a' -* By¡(xQ,...,xp_x, r)

= By(x0,...,xp_x,y0,...,ym_x,r- l).

Therefore by Lemma 7.9 and the induction assumption,

lim pin,  A »x e Cbi A o'\a A a') = \~\ qb¡ X     \~[    q'¿*°.
"-»     \       ieD I        ieD (i,g,a)e/

It is easily seen that

p(n,a'\a) = n~m.

Thereforelimn_>xu(n, m) = um and (7.7) holds.

Lastly, (7.8) holds by Lemma 7.3, and by Lemma 7.4,

lim     E   (~l)m Zsu(n,m)=   £   (-l)m'Zsum,

"^°°   m>T.s m»Ls

which together with (7.12) and (7.13) completes the proof of (7.11) and the lemma.

D

7.14 Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let 1 < j < k and C be a realizable acyclic

(k — /')-morphism class with center {cx} and radius 3k~'. Taking j = k - i and

r = 3k~', let Bx, 23x and ß2r be as defined prior to Lemma 7.9, and let q G Q0 be

associated with C. For any 91 = (A, Fx,. ..,F/), if there are y0,...,y¡^x g A such

that 91 t=02r(yo,...,y¡_x),íhen

N(yd,r) n N(yh,r) = 0    for d < h < i

and

8(yh, X) > r   for h < i and all cycle sets Xof size < 2r + 1.

Therefore   for   every   xx,. . . ,x,_x  g ,4,    there   is   some   n < /   such   that

8(y>,Axi>--->xi-i})> r, and toi every h < i,

®yh(yo,--;yl-i>r)-(N(yH>r),F1,...,F/,c1[yk]).

For t g co let £'(y0,... ,yt„x) be

ßir(yo>---,yt-i)A A ®^(^o.---.>;i-i. r) g c.

By showing that, for every such / and C,

lim p(n,3y0 ■■■ 3>'i_1fi(.>'o><-->.>;/-i» = 1,
n—» oo

we will be done.

Forp > iletyp(z0,...,zp_x)be

3^o ••' ^-ííí^o."--.^-!} £ {io.Vi) A?U.^-l)]'

Then p(n, yp) < p(n,3y0 •■• 3.V,-_!?'), and we complete the proof by showing

lim„^00/t(n, yp) = «^ for some up g [0,1], and lim^^ = 1. By the principle of

inclusion-exclusion,

m(«,y,) = i-£  E (-i)'i;)CW«.r).
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For t g co let a' be Ax^f^l<tFg(yh) * y¡. Then

limp(n,r)=  lim/x(n,r|a')
n —* oo n—* oo

=  Urn pin, A® J^o.-.-.^-i.^e C|a')

by Lemma 7.9. Since C is realizable, a' A Ah<! 33^ g C a Ad<h<tyd ¥= yh is con-

sistent. Therefore by Lemma 7.10, limn^xp(n, f') = q' for all ? g co, and

Mm p(n, yp) = l-Z     E   (-!)'"'(,')(')«' = 1 " E (,' )i'(l " î)'"'

-» 1 asp -> oo becauseq # 0. D

7.15 Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let C0,...,Cc_j be an enumeration of all acyclic

/c-morphism classes with center {c,} and radius < 3k and q0,. ..,qc_x be the

associated probabilities as described above. For any /c-morphism class D with a

single cycle of sizep < 2 ■ 3* + 1, no constants, and radius < 3k, a characteristic of

D is a formula y of the form

a(x0,...,xp_x) Aa(x0,...,xp_x),

where a is a diagram, a is Ai<p 33x G Cb, b¡ < c for /' < p, and for all structures 91

and distinct x0,... ,x x in 91, if 31 t= y(x0,... ,xp_x) then^T({x0,... ,xp_x}, 3k) G

D and it has center {x0,... ,xp_,}. Let aut(D) be the set of all permutations 0 onp

such that y(x9(0),... ,xHp_X)) is equivalent to y(x0,... ,xp_x).

It is easily seen that |aut(D)| does not depend on the choice of characteristic, and

p!/|aut(D)| is the number of nonequivalent characteristics of D. Further, for every

n g co and X <z n such that \X\= p,

(7.16) íl(«,^/'(^,3'í)G£») = (p!/|aut(L>)|)ft(n,Y).

Let D0,... ,Dd x be an enumeration of all /c-morphism classes with a single cycle

of size < 2 • 3* + 1, no constants, and radius < 3*. For each a < d, let pa be the

size of Da's cycle and ya be any characteristic of Da with aa, aa and baj (i < pa) as

above. The /c-agreeability class K is characterized by a sequence (sa: a < d) of

elements in k + 2 as follows. For any structure 3Í = (A, Fx,...,Ff) and a < d, let

Sa be as in (4.1) withy = k. Then 91 g K if and only if for all such a,

\Sa\=Sa     °r      lSal.        Sa>  k.

In the following formulas, X0, Xx, ■ ■ ■ will represent subsets of the universe. This

is for convenience; at the cost of more cumbersome notation, we could use

first-order formulas.

For a < d and t g co let a'a be AI</aa(xl.J,o,...,xJ./,o+/>(i_1) and similarly for a'a.

Let Va(X0,.. .,Xt_x) be hi<tJr{X„3k) g Da and *a be" '

3Z0 ••■ 3XS_X A xh*x^<b'a(x0,...,x,_x)
h<i<s

AVXs(jV{X„3k) *Da-*\/Xs= x\      ifsa = s^k
\ i<s ' .
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or

3Xn ■■ ■ 3X, A   Xh*X,A^+1(X0,...,Xk)
h<i^k

ifs= k + 1.

Then, for every 91, 91 g K if and only if 9Í 1= Aa<d<ka. Using methods similar to

those in the proof of Lemma 7.10, we will complete the proof by showing

(7-17) lim pin,  A*J = ?eß.
n^°°      V a<d        '

Let J = { a < d: sa < k}, for a < d let

v0 = ( FI <7J/|aut(2>a)|,

and for m, n g co let

«(».m)- e nc-)x n (V)

n(n-l)--.(n + l-  ¿Z Pata)/T\ (P¿)'°'¿

(«. A *„-)
V        a<í/        7

and

«™= E llk!(í.-0!]>x n [k\(ta-k-i)\ta}-lv<a°.
/, \   a&J a&d-J

Both sums are over all sequences (ta: a < d) in co such that ta > sa for all a < d and

Ea<d'a = w. In the first sum, we rename the free variables Ä^,...,*, _x in each

conjunct Oa» so that every variable A^,...,Xm_x occurs in exactly one conjunct, and

JLt(«.Aa<a.<&á°) means the probability for distinct X0,...,Xm_x.

Let £s = Y.a<dsa. By Lemma 7.2,

(7.18) A«,  f\%)=    E   (-l)m^«(n,m).
a<d      '        m>T.s

(We take G to be the set of functional structures with universe n, H = {X: X çz n},

I = d, and for X g H, a < d, P(X, a) = { 91 g G: 9Í 1= JT(X, 3k) g Da}.) As in the

proof of Lemma 7.10, (7.5) and (7.8) hold. Letting

? = n «*«_v*.i x n fi -f e «i/*!)«-"-},
^■m>zs(~ ï)m~ZSum = (7 and (7-6) holds. By the same reasoning used in (7.16),

/*(«,  A *»'
a<i/

n(pJ/|aut(Z)a)|)r"
a<d

Xr*(«,  A "a"I A«l")x/i(n,  A <').
V       a<</ a<i/       ' V        a<d       '
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Again we rename the free variables in Aa<da'¿ and Aa<do'a" so that each free

variable occurs in exactly one conjunct. By Lemma 7.10,

lim pin, A o'a-\ A «ó3)/ Il |aut(Dj|'- = \~\ o'a:
"^°°     V       a<d a<d       >     "<d a<d

It is clear that

An,  A a'A = fi [(n-pa)'-W]P-'- = U »"'A[l + o(l)].
a<d        '        a<d a<d

Therefore limn_xu(n, m) = um, and (7.7) holds. Applying Lemma 7.4 to (7.18)

gives us (7.17).       D

8. Related problems. An obvious question is whether there is an effective proce-

dure for calculating limn^aop(n, o), given any sentence a. By this we mean

generating an expression in closed form whose value is the limit. We sketch a

method for doing this. Let S be the set of all formulas a of the form

A,e£ 93 (x0,... ,xp_x, r) g C¡, where p, r g co, F c p, and for some/ g co each C,

is an acyclic y'-morphism class with center {cx} and radius < r. As previously

mentioned, 33 x g C, is an abbreviation for some canonical first-order formula. Also,

it is not difficult to define this set of canonical formulas so that S is recursive. Let

a(x0,...,x x) be a diagram. The proof of Lemma 7.10 implicitly gives an algo-

rithm for calculating lim n_xp(n,a\a). First, if a A a A Ah<i<pxh =£ x, is incon-

sistent, then limn_00p(n, a\a) = 0. By using the definition of y'-morphism in §5, it is

easy to see that there is a recursive procedure for determining the consistency of such

a formula. If it is consistent, then by Lemma 7.10, the problem of calculating

hm„_oorx(n, a\a) reduces to calculating the probabilities q¡ for /' g F, which in turn

can be calculated recursively from the definition prior to Lemma 7.9. Thus

8.1 Lemma. There is a recursive procedure such that, given a partial diagram

a(xQ,.. -,x    x) and a(x0,... ,xp_x) G S, it calculates lim„_>00ja(n, o\a).

Similarly, there is a recursive set F consisting of all sentences V¡<p 91 g K¡, where

pea and for some A: g co each K¡ is a /c-agreeability class. Of course, we mean

91 g K¡ is an abbreviation for some canonical first-order sentence, similar in form to

Aa<d ^a m me proof of Theorem 4.5. Clearly, if Kh # K¡ for h < i < p, then

lim pin, V a g A',-) = E   um /*(«. 91 e K,).
n^°°   ^>     i<p i     i<P "^°°

The proof of Theorem 4.5 shows that calculating lim„_>00p(n, 91 g K¡) reduces to

the problem of calculating limn^xp(n, a\a) for a G S and a a partial diagram.

Thus

8.2 Corollary. There is a recursive procedure such that, given r G F, it calculates

limn^xp(n,T).

Given an arbitrary sentence a of depth k, by Theorems 4.3 and 4.4,

limn^ooJu(n, a) = limn_00iu(n, a Ay), where y is a first-order sentence true for
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exactly those structures which are Â>simple and Zc-rich. By Theorem 4.2, a A y is

equivalent to t A y for some t g T. Let Thf be the first-order theory of / unary

functions. Since F is recursive and Thf is recursively enumerable, we have a

procedure for calculating limn_xp(n, a). We simply generate sentences in Thf until

one of the form a A y « t A y, tgF, occurs, and then calculate limn_aop(n, t) =

limn^00p(n, t A y). Thus

8.3 Theorem. The problem of calculating lim n_aop(n, a) is recursive.

As is well known, Thx is decidable (Ehrenfeucht, unpublished), but Thf is

undecidable for / > 1 (B. Trachtenbrot; see Monk [19, pp. 295-296]). This shows

that the problem of calculating hm„_00p(n, a) is in a sense easier than determining

the vahdity of a. However, this is not always the case. Compton [3] has shown that

there are classes of finite structures with 0-1 limit laws for which the problem of

computing asymptotic probabilities is unsolvable. Note also that we have not

considered the computational efficiency of calculating the limits.

A more general category of problems is finding limit laws for other classes of

finite structures, such as binary functions or structures with relations and functions.

When one attempts to use the methods of this paper, difficulties arise very quickly.

In particular, it is not obvious how to generalize the metric 8 even to a single binary

function. For a unary function, the intuitive idea of ¿5(x, y) is the smallest number

of backward or forward edges needed to get from x to y, but there does not seem to

be any corresponding notion for binary functions. For other classes of structures,

there are obvious metrics, but they do not seem to satisfy any condition similar to

/t-richness. For example, let a be a first-order sentence with the binary relation

symbol < interpreted in the usual way and the r-ary relation symbol R. It is not

known whether

lim \{Rçrn: («, < , R)t= o}\/2H'
n-»oo

always exists when r > 1. (See [15] for a proof by Ehrenfeucht that it always exists

when r = 1, and an example that the limit can be irrational when r = 2.) A related

problem has been posed by J. Mycielski. For n g co let F„ = {(x, y, z) g 3n: x < y

< z or z < x < y or >> < z < x}. (Intuitively, if one thinks of an n-gon whose

vertices are labeled with 0,1,...,« - 1 in clockwise order, then Tn(x, y, z) holds if

and only if the clockwise path from x to z includes y.) It seems likely that

lim |{Äc/n:(„,F„,F>r=a}|/2"'
n~* oo

is 0 or 1 for all r > 1 and all a. However, it is not even known if the limit always

exists.

As Ulam [22] has remarked, there is a need for a general theory of combinatorial

metrics. We would add that such a theory could have important applications to

finite model theory. Metrics defined on the universes of finite models have been

central to the proofs of the undefinability results in [5,9,17] and the probabilistic

limit laws of [15] and this paper. A more comprehensive theory of such metrics could

possibly unify and extend these results.
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